Besides the observed target-target (TT), target-decoy and decoy-target (TD), and decoy-7 3 decoy matches, it needs a set of parameters describing the search database (Table 1 ). As 7 4
formula 2 can be simplified to formula 1 in all practical terms we wondered how big an error 7 5
would occur when also using the much simpler formula for directional, homobifunctional cross-7 6 linkers (formula 1), in place of formula 3. The error appears once matches with two decoy peptides are encountered. Before then, 8 2 one arrives at the same FDR value with formula 3 and 1. Up to this point we have a linear 8 3 6 problem (Fig 1a) , as we can use the decoys only to model the hits with one wrongly identified 8 4 partner, and overlook any match to two wrongly identified partners. Statistically, these will be 8 5
rare, however they are not modeled until a significant number of decoy-decoy matches are 8 6 encountered. The situation changes once matches with two decoys are encountered. Here we start 9 6
modeling how likely we have hits with two wrongly matched partners. The random space for a 9 7
non-directional heterobifunctional cross-linker is somewhere between the directional and 9 8
nondirectional spaces for the homobifunctional cross-linker (Fig 1b) . In fact the larger the non-9 9
overlap is between the two sites of the cross-linker -and therefore the smaller T ab and D ab are -1 0 0 the closer it behaves like a directional, homobifunctional cross-linker and the simplification of
The error made when using formula 1 for heterobifunctional cross-linkers is smaller than 1 0 3 the error made when using formula 1 for non-directional homo-bifunctional cross-linkers ( Fig 2) . Serine, Threonine or Tyrosine and the protein amino terminus) with SDA, the maximal error 1 1 0
resulting from using formula 1 should be less than 0.2% from the estimated FDR -i.e. 5% would 1 1 1 be <5.01% (Table 2 ). This error is usually smaller than the actual resolution of the FDR border cases of 0% overlap for both sides of the cross-linker and 100% overlap respectively.
2 7
The gray area represents possible errors for all cross-linker with partial overlap. Residue-level 1 2 8
for HSA cross-linked SDA (dark red dot) and HSA cross-linked with EDC (light red dot) are given 1 2 9
as reference. In conclusion, from a theoretical point of view formula 3 is to be used for FDR 1 3 6 estimations when working with heterobifunctional cross-linkers. However, for all practical 1 3 7 purposes, the simpler formula 1 gives an approximation with an error smaller than the resolution 1 3 8 of FDR estimation. 
